
Isla Muheres 
Music by Steve Masakowski, lyrics by Steve Allen 
 
Once as a traveler in my youth 
I sailed on a sea of blue 
To an island in the sun 
 
Rested beside the bluest bay 
Dreaming of love I’d find someday 
 
Such beauty around me everywhere 
But there was no one to share 
 
Far I had wandered from my home 
On this shore I dreamed alone 
 
My heart wondered where were you? 
Where oh where sweet rendezvous? 
I’ve been longing to find you 
On the Isle of love so true 
 
 
 
Wetland 
Music by Steve Masakowski, lyrics by Sasha Masakowski 
 
Can I see what truth lies  
In the dark skies 
Of a stormy underworld 
 
Visions, tainted visions 
Fast decisions 
In the fury of Her world 
 
Can I see with my eyes 
Truth that really lies 
In a stormy underworld 
 
Breaking all the ordinary boundaries of life and truly 
Wasting away in a Wetland 
No longer a fountain of youth 
 
You laugh while you’re undressing 
The City you’re possessing  



Is this my promised blessing? 
Where do we stand? 
 
 
Undiluted Values 
Music and lyrics by Sasha Masakowski 
 
Close your eyes  
And let go of your disposition 
In that unusual way 
 
She’s so scared  
Of accepting her intuition 
In her unusual way 
 
Undiluted Values are tearing me at my sleeves 
It becomes our journey to wash away all of our fears 
As we get older, and older, and deeper, and stronger and wiser 
Disguise it until 
 
We run of out 
Of that magical disposition 
In that unusual way 
 
 
 
 
Mermaid 
Music and lyrics by Sasha Masakowski 

 
Breathing in the mist of the water 
Floating peacefully on wings of invisible creatures 
Gently washing Impurities of mine 
 
In the ocean I can find you in the Sand 
In this kingdom, Promised Land 
Listen closely as a choir of fishes sing me a love song, 
Each song is a lullaby 
 
Taken by the tide and the moonlight  
Unaware of direction in this euphoric dimension 
Even God himself can’t find me  
I am lost in a peaceful, perfect, prepossessing countenance of you tonight 
 



In the ocean I can find you in the Sand 
In this kingdom, Promised Land 
Listen closely as a choir of fishes sing me a love song, 
Each song is a lullaby. 
 
 
 
 
Sombras en la Noche 
Music by Steve Masakowski, lyrics by Sasha Masakowski 
 
Follow the sight of the shadows in the night 
Listen you’ll hear all the shadows that you fear 
Follow the sound of the shadows on the ground 
Listen you’ll love what the shadows are made of 
 
While you sleep to your door they will creep 
Mistery plays a song, so you’ll see 
 
Follow the sight of the shadows in the night 
Listen you’ll hear all the shadows you fear 
 
Listen. You hear. Shadows. You fear.  
 


